
ALFAPARFMILANO.COM

A truly comprehensive
Blonding Experience,
with ALFAPARF MILANO.

1. Preparation
SCALP PROTECTOR The Hair Supporters
a serum with a soothing* and protecting action on the scalp, offering 
comfort during technical services. Free from fragrance.
*Test carried out on 100 people with sensitive scalps, in comparison with the same technical service 
performed without the use of Scalp Protector.

BOND REBUILDER The Hair Supporters
a cream that helps protect the hair fiber during technical 
services: reduces possible damage and breakage, 
protecting internal bonds, and improving hair resistance.

2. Bleaching
BB BLEACH: the innovative bleaching line to obtain precise, 
personalized results, which are also kind to your hair due to their 
exclusive protection technology.
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Bond Technology

3. Toning
COLOR WEAR GLOSS TONER: it ensures a perfect result 
that enhances shades to the maximum. An ideal way to 
faithfully respect bleaching results. Color Wear Gloss Toner contains 
a special restructuring active ingredient based on apple 
cider vinegar, which prioritizes the wellbeing of bleached hair.

COLOR WEAR: it ensures 100% coverage and 
provides an intense color result. Ideal for giving 
bleached hair an even look. Color Wear contains a 
pool of semi-fermented oils of natural origin with 
nourishing, anti-oxidant, protective and 
anti-frizz properties.

SCALP AND FIBER RESTORER The Hair Supporters
An incredible fluid with a double action: it helps restore the 
standard pH level of the scalp that is altered during technical 
services, restores the correct balance of the hair fiber, at the 
same time sealing the cuticle offering nourishment and shine.

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
Test
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A shine increase 
of up to +103% has 

been measured 
on moving hair*

*instrumental test conducted on hair treated
with Color Wear Gloss Toner (shade 09.2) compared 

to untreated hair.

DYNAMIC SHINE

Hair is up to 13%
more elastic

after just one
application*

*instrumental test on hair treated with the new
Color Wear Gloss Toner formula (shade 09.2),

compared to untreated hair.

ELASTICITY

Hair is up to 3 times 
easier to brush
after just one
application*

*instrumental test on dry hair,
after just one application of the new 

Color Wear Gloss Toner formula, compared to
one of our strongest market competitors.

COMBABILITY

Color is maintained
up to 90%

after 12 washes*

*instrumental test on hair treated
with the new Color Wear Gloss Toner formula

(shade 08N), measured after 12 washes.

COLOR FADE

TECHNICAL CHART 



It can be mixed with 
Pigments for infinite 
color possibilities.

COLOR FAMILIES

5/20’1 : 2

+ 120 ml

STABILIZED 
PEROXIDE 
LIQUID

COLOR WEAR 
GLOSS TONER  9,5 Vol.

60 ml

HOW TO USE 
• The texture of the blend allows application with both  
 brush and bottle.
• The product can be applied to dry hair and wet hair. 
 For a more intense result, apply to dry hair. 
• Once applied, the color reaches maximum intensity  
 after 20 minutes. If it is rinsed before that time, the  
 result will be less intense.

Color Wear Gloss Toner
CHARACTERISTICS:
• does not lighten.
• does not cover grey hair.
• to be used exclusively with 
 the specific line activator. 
 The mixing ratio is 1:2

NATURALS ASH VIOLET GOLD COPPER RED

COLOR CHART

TONES OF ALFAPARF MILANO 
HOW TO READ THE COLOR WEAR GLOSS TONER SHADES
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...and there’s more!

Vegan gloss service, enriched with a 
restructuring active ingredient, enhancing 
the natural or cosmetic color or enriching it 

with highlights by using Clear on its own. 

VEGAN RE-GLOSS 

Combined with the 
shaping services 
that can alter the 
cosmetic color, to 

neutralize or revive 
blonde hair.

SHAPE FINISH 
Enhancing and 
valuing natural 

gray hair.

GREY GLAZE 

The Natural Evolution of Gloss Toner

AN INNOVATIVE, CUTTING-EDGE FORMULA
Thanks to its expertise in formulations, ALFAPARF 
MILANO has achieved a formula that is both gentle 
on the hair and high-performance.

NATURAL
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• * The zero indicates that the color level achieved is less intense than what you would achieve  
 with a tone on tone color or a cream oxidation color.
• ** It should be noted that the color levels of Color Wear Gloss Toner indicate the ideal melanin  
 residue which that shade should be applied to, in order to achieve a result that best matches the  
 color chart. For example: 08 is suitable for hair with yellow-orange/yellow residues; 09 for yellow/ 
 straw yellow residues; 010 for straw yellow/white yellow residues.
• The numbers after the separator indicate the tone. The closer the number is to the separator,  
 the more intense the tone.
• When the numbers after the separator are the same, it means that the color has an intense tone.
• A ‘0’ in front of the secondary tone indicates a less intense tone.

Primary 
tone: Violet

Secondary 
tone: Red

Color 
level**

Zero  indicates a 
less intense 
color level*

0 1 0 . 2 6

ARGININE PATENTED 
TECHNOLOGY
Color Wear Gloss Toner launches 
an innovative formula with 
patented technology:
it uses Arginine, an alkalizing 
agent of natural origin. 

Thanks to Arginine, we can 
replace the most widely used 
and popular chemical alkalizers 
on the market: ammonia and 
MEA (Ethanolamine).

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
The formula is enriched with:

An active ingredient made from 
apple vinegar with restructuring 
properties:
o Repairs and restructures    
 the hair fiber after chemical   
 processes or thermal stress
o Improves combability
o Reduces pH and closes       
 cuticles to increase shine.

A conditioning complex: 
o With antistatic effect
o Makes the hair smooth and soft.

LIQUID TEXTURE
Liquid texture that is quickly mixed 
and applied, ideal for use with the 
bottle and for rapid services at the 
hair-washing unit.
It can also be applied with a brush.

VEGAN
It can add Vegan to its claims: 
it is free of any animal origin             
and derived ingredients.

FREE FROM
o FREE FROM AMMONIA
o FREE FROM MEA (Ethanolamine)
o FREE FROM SILICONES
o FREE FROM RESORCINOL

Bottle 60 ml

FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION

With 22 exclusive shades, 
comprehensively and 
intentionally developed to 
meet all the needs of the 
blonding experience, and 
thanks to its perfect finish 
and a range of carefully 
executed services, it is 
perfect for providing:

Blonde Menù...

A post-bleaching toning service. 
Ideal for enhancing every 

shade obtained with all kinds of 
techniques, especially the most 

sophisticated.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL BLONDE

Color refresh, specifically for 
blonde hair, with a restructuring 
active ingredient that adds new 
light and revives color between 

services.

RE-BLONDE

Perfect toning of lengths and ends, 
combined with either a permanent 

coloring service
(with Evolution of the Color3 or 

Precious Nature Hair Color) or with 
the Color Wear root cream service 

to create depth at the roots. 

COLOR BLENDS

To gently illuminate natural color 
and enrich it with highlights, 

without altering the natural base 
color.

PURE TONE

A new line designed to perfect the toning experience:
perfect toning results where every shade created with bleaching techniques, even 
the most advanced, is enhanced to the maximum, for a truly multi-dimensional color.
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